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It is very difficult to find "PSC Activities" independently

discussed or separately treated in 1982 Annual Reports, because

almost all offices use standarized "Table of Content" which is

devided by project by project. Therefore, they do not usually forcus

on PSC itself.

Attached please find two "Table of Content" as example.
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C"71) Project Support Coomijminati mn

32. A Project Support Communication (PSC) unit has set up in the office,

and plans and efforts to incorporate and implement communication

support strategies in programmes and projects have been initiated.

Training and production plans of the Educational Radio and V ^

Television (ERTV) were started. Several radio and television

|>,. programmes on basic services were produced and broadcast. Plans

*%™s been drawn to strengthen the communication components of.

nutrition, water and sanitation, health, education and community

participation through television and radio spots on short messages.

ERA Television and Radio Afghanistan have agreed to produce and ''"

broadcast spots during their broadcasting time throughout the year

dealing with basic services for children and mothers. A PSC

recording and projection studio has been set up and is being

inaugurated on 9 November. It will help to produce radio and

slide-sound proto-type materials on basic services messages. It

will also present advocacy materials, and hold communication

seminars and workshops for policy makers and programme planners in

the government. Definition of basic services messages that will

be used for mass and inter-personal media has begun with the

assistance of government counterparts.

(vii) Collaboration with other agencies:

ic;

33. I3NICEP continued its close collaboration with other TO agencies, ^

particularly with UKDP, WHO, UNESCO, UNFA and TCD. Cooperation ^

with WHO was especially close in view of the large number of health

projects in which both U1TICE? and v.HC are associated. Collaboration

with UNESCO would have been enhanced had there been a senior

UNESCO official to effectively coordinate at a policy level.
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2
A number of evaluation studies were implemented with DNICEF technical and
financial assistance in the three countries during the year, details of which
are presented in Annex I.

review meeting for Beirut Area Office staff was planned to be
held in Beirut during the Summer of 1982 but was postponed due to the recent
events in the country. It is hoped to hold this meeting either before the
end of the current year or early in 1983.

Other Fields of Concern

6.1. PI/PSC/GCO Activities fl
Lebanon; Prior to the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in June 1982, the
Regional PI Section continued to cover the reconstruction/rehabilitation
projects carried out by UNICEF in the South and elsewhere. It provided \
assistance to Government agencies and NGOs in their advocacy efforts,
especially in the fields of health and nutrition. Several publications
were produced and distributed in all parts of Lebanon. The PI Section
held a major exhibition at the Chambre of Commerce featuring 44 laminated
blow ups showing the situation of children around the world and services ^
being provided by UNICEF. The exhibition also Included indigenous toys
made by children from all over the world. This effort generated great
interest in the media and among the public as reflected by the coverage
it received and the numerous distinguished personalities who joined the
public in visiting exhibition.

During and after the invasion and siege of Beirut the PI Section assumed
a very active role in providing the international media with a steady
flow of information on the plight of children and the civilian population.
PI staff in Beirut received and accomplished numerous media missions,
helped produce film footage and actively supported the UNICEF worldwide
campaign to raise funds for Lebanon. The Regional PI Officer, at the
request of HQs, toured several European countries, the U.S and Canada
and held numerous press conferences and media appearances on the
situation in Lebanon. Despite the extremely difficult circumstances in
the country PI work increased considerably and will continue to do so
in the foreseeable future when massive implementation of reconstruction
and rehabilitation programmes picks up additional momentum.

Syria: PI/PSC work in Syria took a new impulse with the initiation of a
new advocacy project undertaken with the School Health Department of the
Ministry of Education. This project, carried out in co-operation with :
UNICEF, led to the production of a series of posters and wallsheets i
advocating child care and health, breast feeding, hygiene, clean drinking
water, etc... Also co-operation continued with the Women's General Union
in the fields of advocacy and planning on behalf of children and women,
and the Regional PI Officer participated In planning and conducting a
workshop on rural community development. A new project was initiated
to produce a pioneer book in Arabic entitled "the Child's Health from
A - Z". This project has not been finalized yet, but work on it is
continuing. The Damascus Office rendered extremely valuable services
to the PI staff in their travels to Syria during their efforts to cover
the events of Lebanon and secure the shipment of related materials to
New York and Geneva.

.../21
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Jordan; The Implementation of the new water projects In Jordan, the
expansion of the Allan Rural Community Development Centre and related
developments enhanced PI/PSC work in Jordan. UNICEF PI staff, in co-
operation with the Area Programme Officer and the local staff in Amman,
undertook several missions to Jordan for follow up on reporting and
nhotography of above, and to strengthen the advocacy component especially
in Allan. Also, contacts with the local media resulted in additional
reporting on UNICEF work in Jordan and elsewhere, especially Lebanon.
PI/PSC materials produced by the Regional Office were widely distributed.
The Regional PI Officer launched a new effort to strengthen and re-
motivate the Development Information Department, founded in 1976 with
UNICEF assistance, through direct contact with the Department's staff
and the Deputy Minister of Information. The Regional PI Officer carried
out in October a filming mission in co-operation with above Department
to produce a 25-26 minute film on Jordan featuring mainly the water
projects, the work of the Allan Centre and other aspects of the country*s
progress and problems. The film is to be ready for showing in February
1983.

6.2. Supply Operations and Logistics

The tragic situation in Lebanon had for the past seven years adversely
affected the movement and shipping operations via Beirut port. The lack
of security had virtually brought to a complete halt all transit movements
via Beirut.

Owing to the shut-down of Beirut port during the civil war and hostilities
that were raging, appropriate arrangements were made to divert all ship-
ments destined for Lebanon to Limasol/ Larnaca ports in Cyprus as a
staging post and from there the supplies were re-shipped to Jounleh port
in East Beirut on small coasters. A forwarding Agent was appointed in
Limasole who was entrusted with receiving, storing and handling all the
transit movements to Jounleh port. A UNICEF Staff Member was stationed
in Limasol to monitor the operations. It should be mentioned that the
success of this operation was largely due to the efficiency and competence
of the Forwarding Agents.

With the cessation of hostilities in September 1982 and the resumption of
traffic at Beirut Port and Airport which is gradually picking up momentum,
it was decided to resume direct shipment of all supplies to Beirut.

Despite the upheaval and the siege of Beirut, considerable local procure-
ment of much needed supplies were carried out and distributed to the
displaced and deprived families and orphanages.

During the war period a staff member from the Supply Section was deployed
to Damascus Office for a period of three months July-September 1982 to
look after the logistical aspects, clearance of supplies airlifted frora
Copenhagen and other sources to Damascus which were transported to Beirut,
Beqaa and South Lebanon through UNDOF convoys and commercial trucks. The
supplies consisted of blankets, baby food, tents, soap, medicines and
household kitchen equipment.

.../22
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INFORMATION/PROJECT SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS

During 1982, the Kingston Office focussed on ways to merge the
Information and Project Support Communications functions so that the
limited human and financial resources available could be put to best
use in support of UNICEF's major areas of concern.

<% EXPANDED PROGRAMME ON IMMUNIZATION (EPI)

• ' 1
Most significant this year has been the initiation of Knowledge,

Attitude and Practice Study in Jamaica to establish reasons for the low
immunization levels among Jamaican children. This study supported ty
funds from the Information Budget will be preliminary to a national
Immunization Education Programme in 1983 to be funded jointly by Codes
40/41, the Country Programme, PAHO/WHO, USAID, World Bank and the
Government of Jamaica. *,

This programme developed out of discussions, which began in May
1982 when the Communications Officer served as a member of the Child
Month Committee in Jamaica. The Ministry of Health responded immediately
to this initiative and has placed the Expanded Programme on Immunization
high on their list of priorities for 1983. Meetings have been taking
place between UNICEF, the Jamaican Bureau of Health Education and the
health teams in 14 parishes to assist the frontline health workers
develop a community outreach and inter-personal education strategy to
be supported by extensive use of the mass media.
(See study and evaluation table). J/

COMMUNITY RADIO

Also in 1982, UNICEF made available from HQ Code 40, US$7,000
for the production of a 26 part radio drama to be produced and aired
by the Jamaica Broadcasting Corporation's Radio Central. Radio Central,
a community radio station in Central Jamaica, is a USAID/Government of
Jamaica Project, to support development programmes in rural central
Jamaica. The coverage of this station includes Clarendon, one of the
sites of the Jamaica Basic Services Programme. This radio serial is
scheduled to go on the air in January 1983 and will focus on the
development needs of the young child placed within the context of a
typical poor rural family in Central Jamaica. Since formative research
is the approach used by Radio Central to develop all the radio programmes,
the mechanism already exists for this serial to be pretested and evaluated.

/...



MEDIA ENCOUNTER IN SPAIN

The Spanish National Committee in 1982 convened a meeting of
Latin American and European Journalists in Spain to develop ways in
which the mass media could cooperate with UNICEF in its advocacy efforts
on behalf of children. The Caribbean was represented by journalists
from Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Jamaica and Puerto Rico. Since then,
UNICEF features and issues relating to our special areas of concern have
received excellent coverage in the Cuban newspaper Granma, the Jamaica
Daily News and in the Dominican Republic.

UNICEF/OPEC ART COMPETITION

The UNICEF/OPEC Fund Art Competition for children in primary
schools has attracted the participation of Jamaica and Haiti. In Haiti,
the competition is being implemented in rural primary schools near to
the site of the UNICEF funded Water Project. In Jamaica, where project
implementation is on a larger scale, the National Gallery and Ministry
of Education have agreed to be responsible for this project. The event
has been used as a point of departure for generating news and feature
material- relating to the Water Decade and UNICEF cooperation in Jamaica.

FIFA ALL STAR GAME

Television channels in Jamaica and Haiti carried coverage of
this match.

MATERIALS DISTRIBUTION

The Kingston Office was able in 1982 to consolidate its distribu-
tion of UNICEF information materials and now has a UNICAS Mailing List of
400 names and addresses. The Haiti office is now in the process of com-
piling their own list i,i order to utilize the UN I CAS System and the
Dominican Republic Office has opted to return their manual addressing
system since they distribute far fewer materials than Kingston and Haiti.
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FUTURE PLANS

In May this year, the Kingston Office participated in a Regional
Meeting convened by the Bogota Regional Office to plan work programmes
and budgets for offices in the Region for the period 1983-85. During
this period, the Kingston Office plans to focus public information atten-
tion and resources on immunization education, child abuse and neglect,
adolescent pregnancy and infant and young child feeding. Further details
on Information/Project Support Communications activities has also been
included in individual country reports.
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16. Studies/evaluation. The Section and the liaison offices will
continue to give special attention to support to an follow-up of
evaluations and studies underway in the countries concerned. Efforts
will focus particularly on ensuring that the results of the studies
contribute directly to programme preparation and implementation. For
example, the results of the Unicef-financed young child study and
basic e^ucation__evaluatipn in Madagascar, which were expected to be
coinpleted^Iiri9ir>Du^arTvnow only likely to be available in early
1983, will be important for staking possible adjustments to the 1982-
1934 programme and for planning the 1985-1987 programme. Funds are
also available for evaluation exercises on the Burundi water project
and the Madagascar pre-school project. In addition, collaborating
ministries will be encouraged to respect their monitoring commitment
as spelled out in the programme plans of operation. As in 1982 and
given the shortage of French-speaking advisers at EARO, a small portion
of IFF funds will be requested for evaluation activities in the
Francophone countries.

17.C PSCj&dvocacy. Advocacy efforts related to infant formula codes
and, where appropriate and possible, female circumcision practices
will be pursued^ PSC activities or components will be incorporated
into the Rwanda and Djibouti plans of operation. The Burundi liaison
office, having organized in 1981 and 1982 a series of communications
workshops for 25 government staff working in the communications
departments of their ministries, plans to assist in establishing a
small audio-visual lending library/studio in 1983 to help develop
advocacy/support materials. The Madagascar liaison office plans tc
seek and distribute more systematically pertinent information materials
•to educators and policy-makers with the objective of increasing
awareness in areas of concern to Unicef. And in Comoros, a project to
distribute radios to health centres to facilitate listening to health
broadcasts will be followed up and an improvement in the planning of
broadcasts will be sought.

18. Liaison office work plans. Liaison office work plans in calendar
or tabular form appear in each of the country reports which follow.
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... PART I; v Analysis of. Experience during 1982
. and Implications for Future Action

Changes in Country Environment . . ') .

Economic overview ••-

1. Although Burundi has tried for the past years to develop cash
crops other than coffee, coffee remains the major exported crop on which
Burundi's economy depends almost entirely. Last year, 40,000 tons were
exported; InT^K, due to bad climatic conditions'and the residual
effect of the large 1981 crop on soil nutrients, production reached less
than 20,000 tons. Moreover, the Government heavily subsidised the coffee
campaign last year, to which farmers responded well; this year, this t
has not been done. In addition, farmers are no longer allowed to•sell
their production to whomever they want, but solely to national traders
or to the Government, This has led to some, dissatisfaction and it is
reported that a larger proportion of production than usual has
bypassed official channels and been exported to neighbouring countries.
As a result of low coffee production, budget restrictions have already
occurred in_mast sectors, including government counterpart funding of
projects assisted by international organisations. A total of FBu 2
billion, or $22 million, was cut from the recurrent budget In July 1932.

2*. Coinciding with this economic constraint, Burundi celebrated its
20th anniversary of independence in July. Large festivities throughout
the country put a further strain on the budget. Production and services
came to a halt for a week;

3. As frod the 1st of May, the President of the Republic announced a
minimum wage increase, ranging from 25 to 50%. depending upon the level
of worker, mostly in favour of those at the'lower end of the scale,
(teachers, paramedical technicians, secretaries). This affects all
sectors of salaried workers, including civil servants, but does not
affect the rural population, which constitutes 95% of the total population,
and which derives its livelihood from subsistence farming. This measure
is surprising, considering the economic difficulties the country is
currently experiencing, but will hopefully help improve living and
working conditions of those civil servants working in the Interior of
the country; thereby helping to promote decentralized projects.

4. As a result of serious economic constraints, and given that the
Burundi Franc has remained fixed against.the dollar since 1976, a
devaluation of the currency is expected before the end of 1982, as
evidenced by intense currency transactions and semi-official
declarations. Foreign exchange reserves are at extremely low levels.
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nutrition education, for mothers but otherwise the malnourished are
consl3erecTas "patients" to be cured of present symptoms, without
considering the mothers' education necessary to prevent future |
malnutrition in those affected. — '

(Women's) Income Generating Activities

38. Before income generating activities for women can be launched,
programmes are required in women's education. Women are still very
subservent to men; they are not even allowed to speak at meetings
when men are present. We need to learn more about their needs and
priorities. Existing programmes for women have so far been more
based on what a centrally-based elite determines are their needs.
Programmes are based in urban (or town) social centres, thereby
providing urban women with lessons in sewing, knitting, and European
cooking. Income generating activities have been tried (sewing flags,
dyeing, basket making, etc.) but usually involving women who are less
in need. Product demand has not been sufficiently studied in these
projects, nor has an analysis been made of what women do with the
profits (whether thay are obliged to turn them over to their husbands);
hence these projects have not succeeded. It is therefore felt that
a period of evaluation of needs and problems of women, followed by or
coupled with education programmes, arc needed before engaging in
income generating activities. The Ministry of Rural Development is
particularly aware of this problem and intends to introduce projects ,
in this area. ' _^J

%

Project support, which is very important to develop in Burundi,
has not yet had much impact. The Liaison Office has undertaken to
tjrain a group of 25 persons working as educators in various ministries
which are assisted by Unicef* Three workshops have taken place, the
last one in 1982 in social communication, advocacy and practical
utilization of audio-visual and radio material; by the end cf 1962,
Unicef plans to assist the Government to set up a small radio-studio,
a photo-laboratory and an audio-visual lending library. Assisted by
the Liaison Office and the United Naiions Information Centre, it is
hoped that this will: a) develop education materials in Kirundi
adapted to the country (brochures, pamphlets, tracts, posters, etc.);
and b) provide advocacy in general for government social programmes
and in particular for those assisted by Unicef. :U
Collaboration with Other Agencies

40. UN agencies. Collaboration with other UN agencies continues to
improve. It is especially good in the field of rural development
with FAO (food conservation), UNCDF (spring capping project), UNFPA
(maternal and child health), ILO (cooperative, appropriate technology,
production of education materials). It is still somewhat weak in the
fields of: a) education: where we feel we have not received as much
technical support from Unesco as desirable; and b) health: where
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Unlcef Office Work Plan
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16. Office Work Plan - 1333

funds for social services are urgently needed,

an activity for UNICSF promotion and support.

to assess achievements.

finalization of the Plan of Operations covering 1983-96.
This will include revision of the text, bringing up-to-date
of sectoral plans of action for 1983 and signature by
Government and UNICEF.

Preparations for the area-based approach will include
workshops with representatives of people's committees to
elaborate provincial plans. These will be organized in
collaboration with the State Planning Commission and the
Commission for Foreign Economic Relations as co-oroinators.

December 1982

Nov.1932-Feb.1983

Jul.-Sept.1983
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the past 25 years. Large savings in money and delivery time are expected to

•BBS
media and training support in major health programmes.

assist operations.

Srlfoctober, sales^had^passed the 500,000 mark and were holding steady
despite a general slowing of retail activity in the country.

..../12
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being used to disseminate knowledge on other important facets of hone
life as well, 'efforts are also being made to provide marketing facilities
for the products of these centres.

In Northern Areas, where there is an acute shortage of trained
girls, two six-month courses for master trainers are underway at two
different places. A similar course to train 25 girls is also planned ;
for Azad Kashmir.

In NWFP, ten vocational training centres are operating in Mansehra
district, where 100 poultry vaccinators have been trained. An evaluation
of these centres is planned for at the end of the year. )

In Punjab, training of new crafts and household poultry production
is being offered in 30 centres with UNICEF support and a new system of
monitoring the existing industrial homes is being tried out in Jhelun \
district for wider adoption throughout the province.

SlSSiiiiF •
Project Support Services

Ihe arearcancentration approach is a new venture in the current
country programme and requires special techniques and expertise in co-
llaborating intensively with the local elected bodies and the communities
an planning and programming to meet their specific needs. Such expertise
is barely available in the government or in other UN agencies. To streng-
then^ the government's capacity in local level planning, UNICEF provided

functionaries, district and union councillors as wSTa^oc^uni^l^aders
To support the government in other specialized fields, UNICEF has also pro^
vided advisory services in social planning, women's development, health
education, project support communication, monitoring and evaluation, and
transport management:

and designing water supply and sanitation projects. UNICEF*has" S f S S T t S

Programme Implementation Iteviews

In accordance with the provision in the master plan of operations,
joint government/UNICEF programme implementation reviews were held at
both the provincial and federal levels during September and October 1982
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On the occasion of Islamic book fair set up by Islamic University
in Riyadh, a stall for UNICEF was organized by the PI section to exhibit
posters, UNICEF publications, and shaw film strips and film slides.
An arrangement was also made for 4 days exhibitions for indigenous toys,
and UNlCEF photographs in Riyadh and Jeddah. TV, Radio and Press covered
the event continuously for 20 days. A film was provided covering this

The PI Section prepared a press kit of 40 press releases features
and articles for Abu Dhabi press encounter. In addition,19 posters
produced on the occasion, and use of UNICEF film strips and film slides,
the PI Section prepared synopsis in Arabic for film strips in English,
and translate commentaries on film slides from English into Arabic ,and
get the translation synchronized with the slides. As a result] all of.
UNICEF films and film slides have been taken on loans by schools, hospitals
and universities for demonstration on several occasions. The section also
produced two video films one about UNICEF and the other on Emergency in
Lebanon.

GREETING CARDS OPERATION

Demonstration of greeting cards was made on several occas^ ns
through press and radiofthus helping promote their sale.

Two main sale points were arranged by the section for the greeting
cards, one in Jeddah and the other in Riyadh. Arrangements are
being also made for a third sales point in Dammam.

In pursue of the recommendations of Istanbul meeting, 200 letters
were circulated to companies and the response was promising, sales
within the last six months are double the sales over last year.

The PI section has translated 1,984 calender and 3,983 greeting cards
brochure upon the request of GCO Office in Geneva.

The section has also prepared a timetable for school boys and girls
to introduce the greeting cards and make advocacy for the needs of
children.

INTER-AGENCY COLLABORATION

a) UN Agencies

Although the second inter-agency meeting scheduled to be held
this year did not take place, the co-ordination between the agencies
namely WHO, UNDP, FAO, UNESCO and UNICEF continued, to some extent, in
the form of correspondence, exchange of documents, visits of experts
and staff.and in some cases by utilizing these experts in UNICEF assisted
projects. However, with the non-presence of offices representing some
UN agencies, although there was no lack of efforts on the part of UNICEF
to incorporate their assistance.

UNICEF, WHO and UNDP although cordially related, but programme
collaboration and co-operation has also been limited in view of the fact
that UNDP for over a year has been functioning without a Res. Rep.,
Deputy Res. Rep. or a PO, and WHO's presence has been very limited.
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1 Q TOTORMATIOK/PFQGRAMME SUPPORT COMMUNICATION

[Advocacy. Development Information
and Programme Support Communication]

Overview •

,75. communication came into its own .» a. identified comment

of the India programme with the «>O for 1981-83. This master ^

plan differs from other, - It. own precursor, includ.d

that the advocacy and communication effort that wa. formerly \

implied i. now stated as a programme objective. Conceptually.

we see programme and information as a cohesive whole. Mthin

the information effort, the three dimension, of advocacy, public ._

information and programme .upport communication are interlocked '

as a result of a conscious effort to integrate our planning for

all three.

176. New kinds_of working relationships influenced the

•§•••
if our advocacy had fallen on barren ground.
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priorities, by end of 1981.

mmi
"go public".

t 0 .o t iva t . .nd su^ort another HGO.

/ . .
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182. Other major themes emphasized during 1981-82 were goitre

control—', community participation— and protection through

immunization^-. In 1982, we also highlighted the value of the

very old and the very young to both family and community^-.

183. To our tested methods of publishing special articles and

news supplements, providing data and mounting mobile exhibitions)

we added programme pre-testing workshops for media producers,

NGO training workshops, targeted participation in NGO national

conventions. Co-production of special thematic sections and

mass circulation magazines with a West Bengal publishing house

added a new dimension to our media relations; it was a hopeful

breakthrough after three years of sponsored publication. t.

184. Government hospitals became, our urban 'test' areas for " 1

PSC materials on health and nutrition - and also for motivational \

plays produced for All India Radio. This 'test' exposure greatly \

improved our prototypes, and also identified resource bases for

re-orientation of hospital practices. Selective case follow-up

with an NGO working against childhood disability yielded rich

audio-visual material for community education and was an advance

on conventional photo-coverage and reporting methods. Joint

planning with school-teachers and with Mobile Creches organization

to conduct children's workshops provided another good communication

experience.

35/ A display set was prepared for photo coverage with All
India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), survey
visits were made to Madhya Pradesh and Dttar Pradesh.
UNICEF photos were used in a Sunday magazine article.

J36/ As a means of community participation workshops for local
communities on low cost aids for disabled were held at
Madhya Pradesh and Delhi.

37/ Organization of motivational workshops for polio immunization
and hospital support for home based rehabilitation were
organized at Dewas in Madhya Pradesh, at Majra village and
at Kalavati Saran Hospital, Delhi.

38/ Photo display, promotional card calendar and 'Small Voice'
on the themes, and provision of the theme for GOI annual
children's day booklet.
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185. A positive pattern was set for the:programme pre-testing

workshops by involving a government media unit, a state government

and a state level NGO or resource institution and a target group

in each exercise. One of the government's senior media advisors

became our resource person for these training activities

186. Further progress was made in conceiving, planning and

producing communication materials in the language/6nd idiom of

their target users. A 20-part radio 'spot' series and a radio

talk and play on infant feeding promotion w / e produced in this

style [radio spot entitled "Asha Keliye"/for Asha) for AIR, an

experimental radio talk play for hospifal extension programme

to go on the air by end 1982]. Resource persons included Hindi

poets and songwriters, and regional radio producers.

187. By mid-1982, we were engulfed in organizing e_ film

premiere when UNICEF was made a co-beneficiary of proceeds from

the world premiere of the Attenborough film epic 'Gandhi'. Our

1981 experience of organizing a UNICEF Day dance recital in aid

of India's National Children's Fund stood us in goodstead.

188^ Two visits by the UNICEF special Envoy, HRH Prince Talal,

entailed press coverage and programme schedules which gave us

another opportunity to go public on UNICEF objectives and

policies through mass media.

189. Design and production services were provided to programme

sections, zone offices and the government for manuals, orientation

books, audio-visuals, photo displays, radio and TV programmes on

nutrition, health, women's development, disability prevention

and low-cost rehabilitation and leprosy control. The 'Small

Voice', a bimonthly bulletin on children and development issued

by ROSCA, went into Tamil and Telugu editions to highlight WESS

priorities, and the State of the World's Children report was

issued in Hindi and Urudu.

/...
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190. A feasibility survey on children's television programming!!'

information on environment (especially prepared for the first

Indian conference of legislators and the International Social

Science Congress), infant nutrition and child nutrition and ;

child-to-child action on disability* newspaper supplements for

Children's Day and UNICEF Day, motivation meetings with colleagues •"':f

and women's groups to improve EPI coverage in the union territory

of Delhi were among other activities undertaken during the **

period. The Chlld-to-Child booklet is a co-production with

booklet inserts with Anand Mela Youth Magazine (West Bengal) \

titled "Understanding Disability" in English/Hindi/Bengali and

circulated to 115,000 magazine readership, 30,000 reprints to

media, meetings, workshops, schools, and NGOs. .

191. To increase INF/PSC outreach, it was decided that one

junior PSC post should be deployed in a zone office, but there

was no recruitment during the period. We proposed a

second zone-based post in late 1982. The PSC post filled in

late 1980 fell vacant again in early 1982 due to transfer; the

other PSC vacancy remained unfilled. The strains created by an

increased workload versus a reduced staff strength was partly

met by engaging temporary and consultant support. The work done

by these people is commendable, but the section deserves greater

attention to its staffing needs.

192. We are well set for an enduring working relationship with

the Information and Broadcasting Ministry and Its units, with f*

some national and state NGOs and with parts of the news media. ^

We hope to strengthen and expand these links. The rest of

this MPO period will see continued emphasis on the focal themes

of infant nutrition, diarrhoea management, prevention and

reduction of goitre, leprosy and childhood disability, community-

based urban and rural improvement and environmental protection.

It should also see increased production activity in low-cost

audio-visuals for PSC, advocacy and general information purposes,

39/ Television modules for rural children 6-10 years in Hindi
on nutrition, health, hygiene, safe water have been prepared
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sustained work on orientation and co-production for radio, TV

and field publicity, and experiments in 'goodwill' activities'

with film and sports personalities. Ongoing work on major

slide-sound presentations— will be completed.

40/(a) UCD: 'Urban basic services - A challenge* : Hindi
and Tamil versions.

-v (b) Diarrhoea Management: A Simple Solution' - orientation
J for planners.

(c) UNICEF in India: revised version for orientation
(English and Hindi).
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47. Numerous visitors, both national and. international, to
UNICEF projects in Sudan, and theneed to attract donor funding,
meant that the PSC Officer spent a good deal of his tine working
as an Information Officer. He, however, also contributed useful
inputs to programmes including TEA Training and Nutrition
surveillance. Next year it is planned to fill the PI post and
thereby enable the PSC Officer to concentrate on his principal
functions.

Supply Operations

48. Containerization has reduced the problems of shipping
through Port Sudan and since shipments through East Africa are
increasingly expensive and difficult we are reducing the use of that
route in accordance with the recommendation of the Chief of the
Shipping Section, New York, following his visit in February 1982.
As far as possible, the Government is being encouraged to take
responsibility for clearing and receiving supplies, but containers
with mixed consignments (i.e. for more than one Ministry) are a
problem. In addition, local procurement is being increasingly used
(e.g. in the case of cement and possibly, in the future, hand-pumps).

Aircraft Operations

49. Following its major refit UNICEF's Twin Otter returned to
Sudan in October 1981 and provided invaluable service throughout
1982 with a regular schedule between Khartoum, Kadugli, Wau, and
Juba. Unfortunately, the aviation authority limits its use to UN
agencies which inter alia reduces the opportunities for developing
relations with non-UN aid agencies. Nevertheless, particularly as
the UNDP have been temporarily without an aircraft, the load-levels
v/cre kept high throughout the year.

50. The joint UNDP/UNICEF hangar was being erected at the end
^f 1982. although the cost had risen above the original estimate —
principally because of the more extensive ground preparation
needed at the site now allocated by the airport authority.

-'1- The aircraft has proved essential in helping to
-^centralize UNICEF operations in this vast country.

Ministration
52« After an interval of nine months the post cf Representative
*as filled in late April 1982; also during that month the posts
si Admin/Finance Officer and Supply Officer were eventually
--"-lied. On the other hand, the loss of experienced staff
;°ntinued with the departure of the Resident Programme Officer
jJba, and the Programme Officer for Zonal Development. The
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Chief, PSC Service

Toshihiko Murata

Assistant Communications Technology Officer, PSC Service

Please add two more reports to the copies which I submitted to

you on 7 Jan '83. Therefore, the new list becomes as follows:

ThrMrw T,1-rt -* " " ' " " " ^ Reports which Include PSC Activities

Afghanistan

Bangladesh

Beirut Area

Caribbean Area* Kingston, Jamaica

EARO, Nairobi

Manila

Nigeria

Pakistan

Saudi Arabia

South Central Asia, New Delhi

This research is based on 48 Offices Annual Reports, with

cooperation of the DNICEF Library & Asia, Africa, and American

Sections.
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health workers. Most important was the decision to entrust
the functions of the VEC~to the G-ram Sarkar - the village-
level representative body within the established local
government structure. When the Gram Sarkar was subsequently
abolished by the new Government, these functions were then
proposed for the somewhat higher-level Union Parishad Coun-
cils. Revisions-have also been made in the content of the
PKC orientation courses planned for Thana Health Administra-
tors. More emphasis- is placed on the actual management of
preventive health services, identification of priority health
needs, and inter-sectoral co-ordination.

32. It is clear that the effective implementation of PHC
will require more from TJNICEF than financial and material
support in the years ahead. Technical inputs in the form of
staff time, and assistance in monitoring and evaluation will
be required as well. The size and complexity of the task
ahead require such qualitative inputs, which would comple-
ment and extend the'technical assistance already provided by
WHO. During 1982, 131-TICSF/hangladesh drew on the services of
the Chief o? the cltaff Development and Training Section in
1'ew York, and the Regional Project Support Communication
Officer in Bangkok for assistance in rationalism^ LMidkP
training in nuts for Priu. 'i'ns need lor -nese services will
continue through 1933, as will the need for filling the
exisfihg vacancies in the Dhaka Office Health Section.

Expanded Programme on Immunisation

33. Among all the basic health programmes assisted by
TJNICEF, it is EPT that can make the most direct and signifi-
cant" contribution to lowering infant deaths. Neo-natal
tetanus alone accounts for almost one-quarter of all known
deaths in the 0-1 year age group in Bangladesh. The essence
of an effective EPI service is logistical management - the
movement of vaccine through a reliable cold chain until it
is put into the arm of the young child and woman. UNICEF has
provided material inputs to this programme since 1978 in the
form of transport, vaccine, and cold chain equipment. Poor
programme performance relative to targets in the last three
years, however, led to an internal review to determine what
additional assistance might be required to improve implemen-
tation.

34. Constraints; An internal audit of 11:11 CEF's co-operation
in EPI was done by the UWICEF Regional Auditor in June 1982,
Thp a-nrH-h also incorporated the observations and recommenda-
tip^s nf t"he Reg-ior.a: PbU uiiicer, who reviewed the heaitr.
education/public inicreation cor-pcr-em;;-; ci' -̂.'1 at this time.
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A number of constraints were identified. First, a single
agreed-upon workplan among the three main co-operating
parties - Government, WHO, IHIICEF - has not been developed.
Those annual workplans that were developed were not revised
to take into account actual programme performance. Second,
the cold chain, is unsatisfactory. The central cold room is
not in operation "because the Government' s ban on hiring has
delayed appointment of the--technicians needed to maintain
this facility. The gold chain maintenance units in t # •
districts have not ."been established for the same reasphv
Cold chain equipment has been distributed to district and
thana facilities, but maintenance and utilization has been
sub-optimal because of inadequate staff training. Third,
a weak monitoring system has hampered the calculation of
future vaccine requirements, and a detailed logistics plan
has not been developed. Planned evaluations of vaccination
coverage and epidemiological surveys have been delayed by
staff shortages. Fourth, EFI's publicity and educational
activities are not sufficient for generating the awareness
among potential beneficiaries needed to achieve coverage
targets.

35. Adjustments: The audit observations and recommendations
are the basis of discussions" with Government officials on
corrective measures. Emphasis has been placed on the need
to shift EPI strategy from an essentially passive to a more
active outreach service, and on the managerial and logistical
measures required to effect such a change. These discussions
are supported by several specific short-run adjustments invol-
ving UNICEF staff inputs. First, new monitoring forms have
been developed for vaccine requirements and coverage, and these
are being introduced at central and district levels. Second,
UNICEF»s district staff are working more closely with EPI
counterparts in actively identifying and overcoming local
constraints. Third, the Dhaka Office Logistics Unit is
preparing a review of cold chain equipment and transport
requirements, which will be used in developing more effective
training and monitoring activities, as well as a reliable
logistics system. Fourth, the issue of appointing needed
cold chain staff is being actively pursued at the highest
levels of the Ministry of Health and Population Control.
Fifth, the Dhaka Office PSC Unit is developing alternative
education-motivation-information 1-&M1J strategies lor increa-
sing programme coverage in rural areas. " '

36. Full implementation of these adjustments will take some
time since key constraints such as staffing and training are
very'much related, to .Bangladesh's current economic difficul-
ties, nevertheless, the Sover^nent's commitment to EPI, and
the more active support of UTICEF staff give rise to consider-
able optimism for programme performance in 1983.
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liAIIIDA. Ko less important has "been the strengthening of .;
UHICEF's own staffing and co-ordination in health education " .?
to better support the Government's capabilities in this area. i
This has involved the addition and filling of a health edu- ' j
cation post in the Water and Environmental Sanitation Section, '
the recruitment of a second PSC Officer, and the filling of
long-standing vacancies in the Health Section. An inr*"~'"=*

a-nd nn-ordinat^ uNUJJJP' s health education activities and inputs \
in all .its programmes!! Its objective is to ensure that these '
inputs are consisxenx in content and strategy, appropriately
phased, and mutually reinforcing.

41. By their very nature, these adjustments will not yield ?
overnight results. They do represent, however, a realistic ;

approach to enhancing the health impact of water and sanita-
tion services by emphasizing sustained qualitative programm-
ing over the next several years.

i
I CHILD 1TUTRITIO1T

( 42. I3ITICEP/Bangladesh's co-operation in the area of child '.
i nutrition" includes a varied r.ix of activities: direct inter-
1 ventions to reduce specific nutritional deficiency diseases f

such as goitre and Xerophthalmia; improvement of the availa- t
bility and quality of food in poor house-holds through I
village-level poultry and fish breeding, and vegetable garden- |;
ing; research on nutritional deficiencies and traditional ' |.
practices; and nutrition training for Government field workers,
primary school teachers, and community members. Activities
concerning child feeding practices in the form of breastfeeding
and the development of weaning foods from commonly available
local ingredients have been a long-standing component of the
nutrition programme.

43. Growing concern for the adoption of a National Code of
Marketing of Breastmilk Substitutes resulted in increased
attention to the promotion of breastfeeding among a wide range
of local groups in Bangladesh. Public information activities
have been undertaken, or are planned, by the Ministry of ' 1
Health and Population Control's Bureau of Health Education, \
academic institutions, and national non-governmental organiza- |
tions. Nevertheless, more effective action on the breast— ' I
feeding issue is hampered by a number of constraints. I

M
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Review of Project Implementation - Philippine Expanded Programme ,

of Immunization _i . •

The expanded programme of immunization in the Philippines has ^

been faced with two major problems. The first was one of health ^

education and the second one of logistics.

Even where immunization took place at or near the community\leyel,

coverage was not good because of failure of parents to bring the/thildren.

A survey u^der^aken i%Tl979 revealed chac failure to participat^inthe

insnunization programme was based on lack of information and a i a e r / f

misconceptions. As a result, a major project support communications

element was added to the EPI. The basic activity was the tracing of

over 12,000 midwives, providing them with improved ,kAls/6 communicating

with and motivating parents to participate in the progWmme. An assessment:

jftte PSC component of the project is currently under way.

The major problem of logistics was one of ensuring the transfer of

Potea**accine from point of production to point of immunization. Under

the original system, the. vaccine was handled at six intermediate points,

including airport delivery, central cold store, regional cold store,

provincial health office, rural health utit and barangay health station.

A joint evaluation by the Ministry of Health, UNICEF and WHO carried out

in early 1982 revealed major problems in maintaining vaccine potency to

point of immunization. As a result, a major reorganization of the cold

chain has been undertaken. Based on a series of workshops involving

relevant health personnel from the regional, provincial and municipal

levels, the cold chain has been reformulated to involve only four major

points of handling and transfer. One of the major lessons learned from

this experience is the importance of involving personnel working at

intermediate and lower levels in solving programme implementation problems.


